WEEK PROGRAM PYHÄTUNTURI - 14.11.2018-30.4.2019
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

9:30–12:15
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
AT LUOSTO
Learn the basics of the traditional sport in
Finland in a small group. Skiing is an easy and
fun way to spend time outdoors and see the
beautiful forest and landscapes of Luosto.
79€ / PERSON
65€ / CHILD (3–12 years)

10:00–12:00
ICE FISHING
Here is your chance to enjoy quality time
in our peaceful and beautiful nature.
Make a hole through the ice and learn
the secrets of ice fishing with our
experienced guide.
69€ / PERSON
55€ / CHILD (3–12 years)

9:30–12:15
ICE FISHING WITH
CAMPFIRE
Here is your chance to enjoy
quality time in our peaceful
and beautiful nature. Make a
hole through the ice and learn
the secrets of ice fishing with
our experienced guide. We
serve you hot beverages by
campfire on this tour.
79€ / PERSON
65€ / CHILD (3–12 years)

13:00–15:00
GUIDED REINDEER FARM VISIT
Learn about a year of a reindeer and reindeer
owners life. We will also tell you about culture
and history about Sami people. On our tour you
can see the reindeer up close and feed them.
69€ / PERSON
55€ / CHILD (3–12 years)

20:00-23:00
NORTHERN LIGHTS SEARCHING
BY CAR
This fascinating tour takes you out of the light
pollution to the beautiful open area in the
Wilderness. Before the tour we will calculate
with the weather and space data destination,
with best possibilities in that night for seeing
northern lights. You will hear in this tour about
Northern lights, Arctic sky and how to
photograph them. We also have our own camera
in a tour. On the way we will make fire and roast
sausages with hot drinks.
129€ / PERSON
99 € / CHILD (3–12 years)

12:30–14:30
REINDEER SAFARI
Experience the magical atmosphere of
the snowy forest! This safari takes you to
reindeer farm and one hour reindeer
sleigh ride, were you might see
reindeers in the forest. On the farm you
can see the reindeer up close, feed them
and learn about their life.
119€ / PERSON
89€ / CHILD (3–12 years)
19:00–21:30
NORTHERN LIGHTS SNOWSHOEING
Our experienced guide will lead you
safely to a place where there is a good
possibility to see the Northern lights. You
will also hear interesting facts and stories
about the Northern lights and the Arctic
nature. Unfortunately this trip is not
suitable for children under 10 years.
79€ / PERSON
65€ / CHILD (10–12 years)

All tours include
equipment, transportation and
friendly guiding.
If activity doesn’t fit in
your schedule, please ask for
tailored tours
We are happy to help

12:30-15:15
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
AT LUOSTO
Learn the basics of the traditional sport in
Finland in a small group. Skiing is an easy
and fun way to spend time outdoors and see
the beautiful forest and landscapes of
Luosto. Includes friendly instruction,
equipment, transportation and hot drinks.
79€ / PERSON
65€ / CHILD (3–12 years)
19:00–21:30
ARCTIC SKY, NATURE TRAIL &
PHOTOGRAPHING
We will drive by a lake and walk to place
where conditions are good for seeing
northern lights and arctic sky. On our way
beautiful trail goes through the old pine tree
forest. In this tour you will hear lot of stories
and facts about arctic nature, sky, northern
lights and way of life in Lapland. We will
teach what camera settings to use and how
to photograph northern lights.
In this tour we will roast sausages by
campfire with hot drinks.
85€ / PERSON
75€ / CHILD (3–12 years)

KAIRANKUTSU – CALL OF THE WILDERNESS

THURSDAY
9:00-11:45
SNOWSHOE HIKING IN A
NATIONAL PARK AT
LUOSTO
Snowshoe trekking is a great
way to see the magnificent
landscapes of Pyhä-Luosto
National Park. We will walk in
a Luosto fell were landscape is
amazing and trees are covered
with thick snow. We will teach
you the basics so this tour is
also good for beginners.
79€ / PERSON
65€ / CHILD (3–12 years)
12:30–14:30
THE HISTORICAL VILLAGE SUVANTO &
NATURE HERITAGE CENTER NAAVA
Suvanto is one of the most famous villages in
Lapland. It has survived from destruction
during World War II, and its architecture and
atmosphere are unique. Visitor and Culture
Centre Naava’s exhibition is full of information
about Lapland’s nature and history. Includes
friendly guiding and transportation.
95€ / PERSON
75€ / CHILD (3–12 years)
20:00-23:00
NORTHERN LIGHTS SEARCHING
BY CAR
This fascinating tour takes you out of the light
pollution to the beautiful open area in the
Wilderness. Before the tour we will calculate
with the weather and space data destination,
with best possibilities in that night for seeing
northern lights. You will hear in this tour about
Northern lights, Arctic sky and how to
photograph them. We also have our own camera
in a tour. On the way we will make fire and roast
sausages with hot drinks.
129€ / PERSON
99 € / CHILD (3–12 years)

Please note: We reserve the right to make changes to the program in case of challenging weather conditions and other circumstances. Cancellation policy: Bookings can be cancelled without any cost 5 days before

the tour. If cancellation is made less than 5 days before the tour or in case of no-show we reserve the right to charge 100 % of the total amount. In the event of death or serious illness making it
impossible for a customer to participate in a tour, the reservations of the affected customer and anyone travelling on the same booking reference may, at our discretion, be refunded.

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
9:00–11:45
ICE FISHING WITH CAMPFIRE
Here is your chance to enjoy quality time in
our peaceful and beautiful nature. Make a
hole through the ice and learn the secrets of
ice fishing with our experienced guide. We
serve you hot beverages by campfire on this
tour.
79€ / PERSON
65€ / CHILD (3–12 years
12:30–14:30
REINDEER SAFARI
Experience the magical atmosphere of
the snowy forest! This safari takes you to
reindeer farm and one hour reindeer
sleigh ride, were you might see reindeers
in the forest. On the farm you can see
the reindeer up close, feed them and
learn about their life.
119€ / PERSON
89€ / CHILD (3–12 years)
20:00-23:00
NORTHERN LIGHTS SEARCHING
BY CAR
This fascinating tour takes you out of the
light pollution to the beautiful open area in
the Wilderness. Before the tour we will
calculate with the weather and space data
destination, with best possibilities in that
night for seeing northern lights. You will
hear in this tour about Northern lights, Arctic
sky and how to photograph them. We also
have our own camera in a tour. On the way
we will make fire and roast sausages with
hot drinks.
129€ / PERSON
99 € / CHILD (3–12 years)

kairankutsu@gmail.com
+358 400 703 324

www.kairankutsu.fi

10:00-12:00
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING
Learn the basics of the traditional sport
in Finland. Skiing is an easy and fun way
to spend time outdoors and see the
beautiful forest and landscapes of Pyhä.
69€ / PERSON
55€ / CHILD (3–12 years)
12:30-15:30
SMALL GROUP HUSKY FARM VISIT
AND 6KM SAFARI
Visit a small private husky farm. Hear
interesting information about dogs and have
6 km sledge ride . Includes friendly guiding,
local beverages with a hot drink by a
campfire. *ONLY EVERY PAIR WEEK
159€ / PERSON
99€ / CHILD (5–11 years)

14:00-16:00
SNOWSHOE HIKING IN
A NATIONAL PARK
Snowshoe trekking is a great way to see
the magnificent landscapes of PyhäLuosto National Park. We will teach you
the basics and on the way you can fell how
the fresh air opens your body and mind.
69€ / PERSON
55€ / CHILD (3–12 years)

